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Recent evidence suggests that a three-phase stability zone exists at the base of gas 
hydrate stability (BGHS), where hydrate and gas may coexist due to the pore size 
distribution. We develop a three-phase stability zone model at static equilibrium based on 
the idea of minimizing interfacial energy. We use this model to produce three-phase 
saturations and study the effects of three-phase stability for two applications. 
The first application is related to the migration of gas from beneath sealing 
hydrate layers to the seafloor. A proposed mechanism for this upwards gas migration is 
the generation of fractures through the sealing hydrate sediment due to overpressures 
caused by the accumulation of gas on geologic timescales. Our study focuses on how the 
fracturing potential of a three-phase stability zone differs from a discrete BGHS, where 
hydrate is separated from gas by a sharp boundary. We model gas overpressures at Blake 
Ridge, Hydrate Ridge, and the Kumano Basin by incorporating mercury intrusion 
capillary pressure data with our three-phase stability model. Our results show that the 
overpressures in the three-phase stability model are smaller, reducing the potential for 
 vii 
gas-driven fracturing. We also find that hydrate-bearing basins with shallower seafloor 
depths modeled with three-phase stability need much more methane to generate the 
overpressures that will initiate fractures. 
The second application of three-phase stability relates to the bottom-simulating 
reflection (BSR), which is a common negative polarity reflection in marine sediments 
that often follows the contour of the seafloor. Recent literature suggests that the BSR 
indicates the shallowest presence of gas, not the BGHS. This three-phase stability model 
has an impact on the seismic response of the BSR, and we study this effect by developing 
1-D rock physics models of Blake Ridge. By varying the methane quantity and 
performing fluid substitution with three-phase saturation profiles, we generate synthetic 
seismograms and analyze the difference in two way travel time (TWTT). For comparison, 
we use the workflow for a parameter sensitivity model and an original-resolution model. 
Through this analysis, we find a relationship between the TWTT width of the BSR’s 
peaks and the methane abundance at the BGHS. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 OVERVIEW OF METHANE HYDRATES 
Under a range of temperature, pressure, and salinity conditions, methane and 
water can form stable ice-like crystalline compounds called methane hydrate. The 
formation of methane hydrates naturally occurs in shallow depths of permafrost regions 
and in the uppermost few hundred meters of sediments beneath the seafloor on 
continental margins where pressures are higher and temperatures are lower. There is a 
large body of research focusing on naturally occurring hydrates because of their potential 
as a subsurface geohazard (Dillon et al., 1998; Kvenvolden, 1993), a climate change 
influencer (Archer and Buffett, 2005; Dickens et al., 1997a), and an energy resource 
(Boswell, 2009; Collett, 1992). Significantly affecting these aspects of hydrates is their 
spatial distribution within the subsurface. The formation of methane hydrate requires a 
natural supply of methane, which can be formed microbially or thermogenically; methane 
migration, through multiple transport processes, can lead to the formation of methane 
hydrates within sediments found in the hydrate phase stability envelope. Overall, the 
study of methane hydrates is very broad, and we encourage curious readers to learn of the 
other various aspects of methane hydrates not covered in this work. 
We emphasize here a note to the reader: a more general term describing methane 
hydrates is natural gas hydrates. Other natural gases like ethane can also form hydrate in 
the right pressure and temperature conditions. However, methane is the dominant natural 
gas that forms hydrate in our studies. Other chemical elements or compounds can also 
form hydrates, like carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and xenon, but these types of hydrates are 
not the focus of this work. While methane hydrate is the appropriate term describing the 
substance this work focuses on, we will use more clarifying words from here on. We 
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refer to hydrate as the solid phase, gas as the gaseous phase, and water as the aqueous 
phase. Additionally, methane will be used to indicate the chemical component CH4, 
usually in terms of mass. 
1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
The main goal of this thesis is to investigate the three-phase stability zone, where 
the hydrate, gas, and water phase coexist. We will analyze two applications that study the 
effect of three-phase stability. To carry this out, this research performs the following: 
1. Develop a static equilibrium model that can solve for three-phase stability given 
temperature and pressure conditions 
2. Investigate how three-phase stability affects gas overpressure caused by gas 
buildup beneath hydrate-bearing sediments and how the overpressure influences 
fracture initiation 
3. Generate synthetic seismograms for the three-phase stability zone to simulate and 
analyze a more realistic seismic response at the bottom simulating reflection 
1.3 OUTLINE 
Chapter 1 serves as the introduction to our research topic and objectives. 
Chapter 2 reviews the literature of three-phase stability, along with describing 
previous work and methodology pertaining to gas overpressure beneath hydrate-bearing 
sediments and the study of the bottom simulating reflection. 
Chapter 3 details the development of the three-phase stability model, which 
generates phase saturation profiles for hydrate, gas, and water under static equilibrium 
conditions. This chapter also covers the 1-D rock physics model used to generate 
synthetic seismograms for different fluid profiles at the bottom simulating reflection. 
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Chapter 4 covers the effect of three-phase stability on gas overpressure which can 
lead to fracture initiation. We discuss how gas overpressure differs in the three-phase 
stability case from a simpler three-phase bulk equilibrium case where a hydrate layer 
with no gas overlays a gas layer with no hydrate. We perform this analysis for three 
offshore locations and use data from multiple scientific expeditions to see how 
overpressure-induced fracture initiation is influenced by the hydrate-bearing sediment 
properties. 
Chapter 5 contains the analysis of bottom simulating reflections when taking 
three-phase stability into account. We use well log data from a scientific drilling 
expedition to build a 1-D rock physics model, and we see how phase saturation gradients 
within a transition zone (stability zone) influence the seismic response. We also look at 
some quantitative trends of how the effect of the three-phase stability zone changes when 
more methane is added into the system. 
Chapter 6 concludes this research by summarizing key findings and presenting 




Chapter 2: Literature Review 
2.1 THREE-PHASE STABILITY 
In sedimentary rock layers underneath the seafloor, methane can exist in multiple 
phases, depending on the pressure and temperature condition and the water salinity. A 
small but non-negligible concentration of methane can be dissolved in the water phase. 
Methane can also form a hydrate or gas phase; hydrate naturally forms in shallower 
depths, and gas is stable in deeper depths, both due to sediment pressure and temperature 
gradients. If we assume that our methane system can be imagined as an open container, 
then the hydrate and gas phases will form under bulk conditions. For constant pressure 
and temperature gradients, bulk conditions will force the hydrate and gas phase to 
segregate by depth, since methane will be more stable in one phase over the other for a 
given depth. Under bulk conditions, there exists a single depth where hydrate and gas can 
coexist; this is the depth of three-phase bulk equilibrium. 
If we relax the bulk condition assumption, we will have to account for capillary 
effects since the different phases will reside in pores with a given pore size. Capillary 
effects influence hydrate phase stability in porous media; this effect has been measured 
experimentally (Anderson et al., 2003, 2009; Handa and Stupin, 1992; Østergaard et al., 
2002; Uchida et al., 1999, 2004) and modeled theoretically (Clennell et al., 1999; Henry 
et al., 1999; Liu and Flemings, 2011; Smith et al., 2002; Sun and Duan, 2007). However, 
accounting for capillary effects assuming a single, constant pore size will not 
dramatically change the phase stability of the methane system; a constant capillary effect 
will allow hydrate and gas to coexist only at the depth of three-phase “capillary-adjusted” 
bulk equilibrium. 
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To achieve three-phase stability of hydrate, gas, and water over a range of depths, 
our porous media needs to have a distribution of pore sizes instead of only one pore size. 
Marine sediments can have a wide range of pore sizes in sands and clays, leading to 
porous media with narrow or broad pore size distributions. Some studies have 
investigated capillary effects on both the hydrate and gas phase when there is a 
distribution of pore sizes (Clennell et al., 1999; Henry et al., 1999; Liu and Flemings, 
2011). Three-phase stability is related to the supersaturation of methane dissolved in 
water; capillary effects increase the amount of interfacial energy required to form a 
curved hydrate or gas phase within a pore, and this increase in energy is matched with an 
increase in supersaturation of the water phase. Therefore, since hydrate and gas can form 
in a range of pore sizes due to varying responses to capillary effects, three-phase stability 
can be achieved with different phases occupying different pore sizes (Clennell et al., 
1999; Henry et al., 1999). 
2.1.1 Capillary Effects 
Capillary pressure is the pressure difference across a curved interface between 
two phases. This pressure difference is a function of the curvature of the interface and the 
interfacial tension between the two phases. When this interface resides inside a pore, the 
pore radius and the wettability of the solid grain surface both affect the curvature of the 
interface, which changes the capillary pressure. Wettability is normally represented by 
the contact angle formed between the two-phase contact surface and the solid grain 
surface. Wetting phases have smaller contact angles (<90°) with the surface, and non-
wetting phases have larger contact angles (>90°) with the surface. 
The Washburn equation relates the capillary pressure caused by an interface 
between two phases in a cylindrical pore to the contact angle 𝜃, interfacial tension 𝜎, and 
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pore radius 𝑟. The Washburn equation for the capillary pressure 𝑃𝑐 across a hydrate-water 











where the subscripts gw and hw indicate either gas-water or hydrate-water interfaces. 
When there is a distribution of pore sizes, 𝑟𝑔 is the radius of the smallest pore saturated 
with the gas phase, and 𝑟ℎ is the radius of the smallest pore saturated with the hydrate 
phase. For modeling purposes, we use 𝜎𝑔𝑤 = 0.072 J/m
2
 and 𝜎ℎ𝑤 = 0.027 J/m
2
 
(Clennell et al., 1999; Henry et al., 1999). 
Mercury intrusion capillary pressure (MICP) experiments inject mercury into an 
air-saturated rock core sample, replicating a capillary drainage process. During the 
experiment, the mercury injection pressure is measured, which is the mercury-air 
capillary pressure. After a MICP experiment is done on a particular rock sample, we can 
convert the mercury-air capillary pressure to gas-water or hydrate-water capillary 
pressure using the interfacial tensions and contact angles for each respective interface. By 
assuming that the pore network is well-connected and that the non-wetting phase 
telescopically invades the pores starting with the largest pores first, we can use the 
converted capillary pressure curves as a substitute for a quantified pore size distribution. 
Thus, we have a direct relation from a given non-wetting saturation, or the injected 
volume normalized by the pore volume of the sample, to the corresponding capillary 
pressure of the non-wetting phase. 
For a two-phase system, the actual capillary pressure calculation is 
straightforward; empirical models like the Brooks-Corey or Van Genuchten model can be 
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fitted to MICP data, and these models can then analytically calculate capillary pressure 
for a given non-wetting saturation (Brooks and Corey, 1964; Van Genuchten, 1980). 
Alternatively, capillary pressures can be interpolated from the MICP data itself for any 
non-wetting saturation. 
2.1.2 Methane Solubility 
We need to know the bulk methane solubilities for two separate systems to 
calculate the distribution of hydrate and gas phase saturations. The first system is a gas-
water system where all the mass of methane either forms the gas phase or dissolves in the 
water phase. The second system is a hydrate-water system where all the methane forms a 
hydrate phase or dissolves in water. For both these systems, the formation of a non-
wetting phase requires that the water phase be supersaturated with methane, so that any 
addition of methane mass will form the corresponding second phase. Both of the bulk 
methane solubilities can be calculated as a function of temperature, pressure, and water 
salinity using two different equations of state (EOS). We calculate the bulk methane 
solubility for a hydrate-water system using the method of Davie et al. (2004), and we use 
the EOS from Duan et al. (1992) to calculate the bulk methane solubility for a gas-water 
system. Both of these EOS are fairly complex, so we refer the reader to the literature. We 
also note that these EOS are by no means the only EOS available to calculate the bulk 
methane solubility for a gas-water and hydrate-water system; alternative or more recent 
models include Henry et al. (1999) and Duan et al. (2011). 
By assuming that the pressure gradient, temperature gradient, and salinity are 
constant, we can calculate smooth and continuous bulk methane solubility curves as a 
function of depth. Generally, solubility decreases with depth for a hydrate-water system, 
and solubility increases with depth for a gas-water system (Liu and Flemings, 2011). The 
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intersection of the two bulk solubility curves gives the depth of three-phase bulk 
equilibrium. 
For a two-phase hydrate-water system, the Gibbs-Thomson effect causes the 
methane solubility to increase when the hydrate phase occupies pores instead of being in 
bulk (Clennell et al., 1999; Henry et al., 1999). We use the Gibbs-Thomson equation to 
calculate the dimensionless increase in methane solubility (𝛥𝐶𝐻−𝑊) caused by the solid-







  (2.3) 
where 𝑛 is the hydrate stoichiometry factor (𝑛 = 5.75 for structure I methane hydrate), 
𝑉β is the molar volume of the water within the hydrate lattice (𝑉β = 22.6 cm
3
/mol from 
Henry et al. (1999)), 𝑅 is the universal gas constant, and 𝑇 is the absolute temperature. 
Likewise, for a two-phase gas-water system, the methane solubility in a pore 
increases due to Henry’s law. Since the partial pressure of the gas is proportional to the 
gas capillary pressure, we can approximate the dimensionless increase in methane 





where 𝑃𝑤 is the hydrostatic water pressure. We finally calculate the system methane 
solubilities (𝐶𝐻−𝑊 for hydrate-water, 𝐶𝐺−𝑊 for gas-water), which are elevated due to 
capillary effects, by scaling the bulk solubilities with the dimensionless increase: 
 𝐶𝐻−𝑊 = (1 + 𝛥𝐶𝐻−𝑊)𝐶𝐻−𝑊
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘(𝑃, 𝑇) (2.5) 
 𝐶𝐺−𝑊 = (1 + 𝛥𝐶𝐺−𝑊)𝐶𝐺−𝑊
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘(𝑃, 𝑇) (2.6) 
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2.1.3 Pore Models Developed in the Past 
Liu and Flemings (2011) theorized a pore model that can achieve three-phase 
stability. There are several pore model assumptions that are necessary for a three-phase 
stability model, and we summarize these key assumptions from the literature below. 
Pores are assumed to be cylindrical in shape and connected through narrow pore throats. 
The cylindrical pores have a distribution of pore radii that can be inferred through MICP 
data. The wettability of the pore walls are completely water wet, so the contact angle 
between water and the pore wall is 0 degrees. This allows water to form a continuous 
film that connects all of the pores and completely saturate all of the pore throats. Hydrate 
and gas are both completely non-wetting, so both of the non-wetting phases occupy the 
cylindrical pore bodies without contacting the pore wall. Since we assume both hydrate 
and gas are completely non-wetting, we set 𝜃𝑔𝑤 = 𝜃ℎ𝑤 = 180°. The capillary pressure of 
the non-wetting phase can be calculated from the smallest pore radius of the pore that the 
non-wetting phase resides in. 
The difficulty in achieving three-phase stability arises when we attempt to 
calculate three-phase capillary pressures. The Washburn equation is for two-phase 
capillary pressure, so an assumption on how three phases will occupy the pore space has 
to be made. The pore occupancy assumption in Liu and Flemings (2011) is a 50%-50% 
split where both the hydrate and gas phases can occupy the same pore size in equally. 
Given the phase saturations 𝑆ℎ and 𝑆𝑔, Liu and Flemings (2011) calculates the capillary 
pressures by first determining which non-wetting phase has a greater saturation. Since 
both phases fill the pore space starting with the largest pores first, both phases will 
occupy the large pores together. The phase with more saturation will be able to reach a 
smaller pore size than the other phase, and will occupy 100% of the pore space from then 
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on. Therefore, the capillary pressure of the phase with greater saturation can be found by 
using an “effective saturation” for the two-phase capillary pressure function: 
 𝑃𝑐,𝑛𝑤
3𝑃 = 𝑃𝑐,𝑛𝑤
2𝑃 (𝑆𝑔 + 𝑆ℎ) = 𝑃𝑐,𝑛𝑤
2𝑃 (1 − 𝑆𝑤) (2.7) 
where 𝑃𝑐,𝑛𝑤
3𝑃  is the three-phase capillary pressure of either non-wetting phase, 𝑃𝑐,𝑛𝑤
2𝑃  is the 
two-phase capillary pressure formula of that same non-wetting phase. For the other non-
wetting phase with less saturation, the capillary pressure is found by using a different 
“effective saturation” with the two-phase capillary pressure function: 
 𝑃𝑐,𝑛𝑤
3𝑃 = 𝑃𝑐,𝑛𝑤







Figure 2.1 Schematic showing the 50%-50% pore occupancy model graphically. 
Assuming we are given 𝑆ℎ and 𝑆𝑔, we consider two cases: either 𝑆ℎ > 𝑆𝑔 
or 𝑆ℎ < 𝑆𝑔. If 𝑆ℎ > 𝑆𝑔, then hydrate fills down to the pore size 𝑟ℎ shown in 
the top diagram. In order to reach 𝑟ℎ and achieve the associated capillary 
pressure for an equivalent two-phase hydrate-water system, all of the 𝑆𝑔will 
have to act like 𝑆ℎ, so for the three-phase case, the hydrate capillary pressure 
will be proportional to 𝑆ℎ + 𝑆𝑔. Likewise, for 𝑆𝑔 to reach 𝑟𝑔, the gas would 
have to double its saturation in a gas-water case; therefore the gas capillary 
pressure will be proportional to 2𝑆𝑔. If  𝑆ℎ < 𝑆𝑔, then the same mechanics 
apply; the phases will only be switched from the example above. In the rare 
case that  𝑆ℎ = 𝑆𝑔, the two formulas for calculating the effective saturation 
become the same. 
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Using this formulation, Liu and Flemings (2011) were able to converge on a 
solution when solving for three-phase stability. This allows the calculated capillary 
pressures of both phases to be continuous over all depths, including when the methane 
system changes between two-phase and three-phase at the top and bottom of the stability 
zone. 
2.2 GAS OVERPRESSURE IN HYDRATE-BEARING SEDIMENTS 
As a solid phase, hydrates can clog up sediment pore space, reducing permeability 
and effectively causing upward-migrating gas to accumulate beneath a sealing hydrate 
layer. The buildup of gas underneath the hydrate stability zone on geological timescales 
can critically pressurize the gas (Flemings et al., 2003; Jain and Juanes, 2009), to the 
point where the overpressure begins to fracture the sediment and create small conduits 
that allow upward migration. The overpressure-induced fractures themselves can extend 
upwards, continuing until a high permeability channel to the seafloor is eventually 
formed. Other work has shown how overpressure due to gas buildup can cause faults to 
slip within hydrate-saturated sediments; this can create gas chimneys which allow gas to 
quickly migrate from below a hydrate layer to the bottom of the ocean (Hornbach et al., 
2004). Advective gas flux can also cause hydraulic fractures in fine-grained sediment as 
hydrate blocks the pores (Daigle and Dugan, 2011). Understanding the fracturing 
behavior associated with hydrates and the related gas migration through fractures is 
essential for understanding hydrate-associated methane release from the seafloor. 
2.2.1 Fracture Criterion 
To investigate fractures initiating through gas overpressure, we use the fracture 
criterion from past literature. It has been shown when the pore pressure exceeds the 
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minimum horizontal stress of a fluid-filled porous rock, hydraulic (tensile) fractures will 
initiate (Valkó and Economides, 1995). From poroelasticity theory, we can estimate the 
minimum horizontal stress (𝜎ℎ,𝑚𝑖𝑛) of the porous rock from the overburden (𝜎𝑣ℎ), which 
is normally assumed to be the maximum principal stress: 
 𝜎ℎ,𝑚𝑖𝑛 = (
𝜈
1 − 𝜈
) (𝜎𝑣ℎ − 𝛼𝑃𝑝) + 𝛼𝑃𝑝 (2.9) 
where, 𝛼 is Biot’s constant, 𝜈 is Poisson’s ratio, and 𝑃𝑝 is the pore pressure. We set 𝛼 =
1, since shallow marine sediments are naturally unconsolidated; the porosity of 
unconsolidated sediments is relatively high, so Biot’s constant is close to unity. Poisson’s 
ratio is taken as 0.4, which is also common for unconsolidated sediments (Karig and Hou, 







′ ) (2.10) 
We define the overpressure ratio as the ratio of the pore pressure that is in excess 
of hydrostatic pressure (𝑃∗) to the vertical effective stress under hydrostatic conditions. 
Gas overpressure can be used as 𝑃∗, so when 𝑃∗ becomes equal to the minimum 
horizontal effective stress, a fracture can be initiated. By substituting the definition of 
𝜎ℎ,𝑚𝑖𝑛









where 𝜆∗ = 0.67 for 𝜈 = 0.4 (Daigle and Dugan, 2011). By assuming the water phase is 
hydrostatically pressured, the gas capillary pressure is equivalent to gas overpressure 𝑃∗, 
since the gas capillary pressure is the differential pressure between the gas and 
hydrostatically pressured water phase. 
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2.3 BOTTOM SIMULATING REFLECTION AND PREVIOUS INTERPRETATIONS 
For over half a century, bottom simulating reflections (BSRs) have been identified 
and studied within the geophysical literature. A BSR is routinely interpreted from seismic 
traces as an acoustic reflection that runs subparallel to the seafloor with an opposite 
polarity compared to the seismic reflection at the seafloor (Kvenvolden and Barnard, 
1983). Physically, this occurs because the BSR originates from a strong negative acoustic 
impedance contrast when the seismic wave transitions from a higher-density, faster-
velocity sediment layer to a lower-density, slower-velocity layer. This common 
phenomenon has been used as evidence of the existence of hydrate-bearing sediments 
above the BSR and gas bearing sediments existing below the BSR (Kvenvolden and 
Barnard, 1983). 
Much of the early research focusing on BSRs found across the world concluded 
that the BSR is located at the base of gas hydrate stability (BGHS), which is the deepest 
depth where hydrate can exist within the phase envelope defined by local pressure, 
temperature, and pore water salinity (Bryan, 1974; Shipley et al., 1979; Tucholke et al., 
1977). However, recent studies suggested that the BSR instead indicates the shallowest 
presence of gas, since a small amount of gas saturation can cause large impedance shifts. 
Therefore, the BSR may not be necessarily collocated with the BGHS. With this theory, 
the BSR marks the gas phase upper boundary, so the BGHS can possibly be located 
beneath the BSR. With this view, the BSR and BGHS both frame the three-phase stability 
zone, since the top of the three-phase zone is marked by the shallowest occurrence of gas, 




Chapter 3: Modeling 
3.1 PHASE SATURATION MODELS 
In this section, we develop the three-phase stability model that can solve for the 
coexistence of hydrate, gas, and water phases. Additionally, we also construct a simple 
two-phase model for comparison with the three-phase stability model. This model 
generates hydrate-water system saturations above the depth of three-phase bulk 
equilibrium and generates gas-water system saturations below that same depth. Since the 
depth of three-phase bulk equilibrium separates both two-phase systems, we coin this 
model the three-phase bulk equilibrium model. 
We build off of the workflow established in Liu and Flemings (2011), which is 
covered in section 2.1. The rest of this section introduction covers other necessary model 
assumptions. This work focuses on a geological timescale, so we assume equilibrium and 
static conditions, so there are no kinetics and transport. We set the water phase pressure 
to its hydrostatic pressure. For all depths, the sediment is assumed to have the same pore 
size distribution. As mentioned before, we consider methane as the only mass component 
in addition to water; the hydrate and water phase are comprised of methane and water, 
while the gas phase is made up entirely of methane. 
We use mass balance equations for both the three-phase bulk equilibrium model 
and the three-phase stability model, and these equations are normalized by the pore 
volume to utilize saturation terms. Because of this, our total methane mass term is also 
normalized to the pore volume; the mass term is coined the methane quantity, which has 
units of kilogram methane per cubic meter of pore volume. The methane quantity 
represents the density of methane in the pore space and is a model parameter that we set 
and adjust in both phase saturation models. For simplicity, we usually assume a constant 
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methane quantity for all depths of the system. However, the phase saturations are strictly 
only a function of pressure, temperature, salinity, and methane quantity, so the model 
uses the same algorithm whether the methane quantity is constant across all depths or the 
methane quantity has gradients. It is also possible to set the system’s methane solubility 
and solve for the saturations and methane quantity. This methodology can be used to see 
the effects of different methane solubility profiles in depth. Future work can explore these 
possibilities. 
3.1.1 Three-Phase Bulk Equilibrium Model 
Our three-phase bulk equilibrium model conceptually represents an accumulation 
of gas beneath a hydrate layer at static equilibrium with no capillary effects. We model 
this representation as a two-phase system stacked with two layers; these layers are 
separated at the depth of three-phase bulk equilibrium (𝑧3𝑃
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘). The intersection of the 
gas-water and hydrate-water bulk methane solubility curves determines the 𝑧3𝑃
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘. Above 
the 𝑧3𝑃
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘, only hydrate coexists with supersaturated water. Below the 𝑧3𝑃
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘, only gas 
coexists with supersaturated water. Since 𝐶𝐻−𝑊
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘  increases with depth and 𝐶𝐺−𝑊
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘  decreases 
with depth, the two solubility curves intersect a few hundred meters below the seafloor 
for common pressure and temperature gradients. 
Above the 𝑧3𝑃
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘, we use a mass balance on methane to determine how much 
methane mass forms the hydrate phase and how much methane dissolves into the water 
phase. If not enough methane concentration is available to supersaturate the water, the 
hydrate phase does not have a chance to form. The following equations are used to solve 
for the water (𝑆𝑤) and hydrate (𝑆ℎ) saturations: 
 𝑆𝑤𝜌𝑤𝐶𝐶𝐻4 + 𝑆ℎ𝜌ℎ𝑓𝐶𝐻4 = 𝑀𝐶𝐻4 (3.1) 
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 𝑆𝑤 + 𝑆ℎ = 1 (3.2) 
 𝐶𝐶𝐻4 = 𝐶𝐻−𝑊
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘(𝑃, 𝑇) (3.3) 
where 𝑀𝐶𝐻4is a given methane quantity, 𝐶𝐶𝐻4 is the methane solubility of the continuous 
water phase, 𝜌𝑤 is the water density, 𝜌ℎ is the hydrate density, and 𝑓𝐶𝐻4 is the mass 
fraction of methane in a hydrate cage (𝑓𝐶𝐻4 = 0.1341 for structure I methane hydrate). 
The density of water is taken to be 1.024 g/cm
3
, and the density of hydrate is taken to be 
0.924 g/cm
3
 (Helgerud et al., 2009). Since we assume the system is at bulk equilibrium 
with no capillary effects, the system’s methane solubility is equal to the 𝐶𝐻−𝑊
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘(𝑃, 𝑇) 
found using Davie et al. (2004). 
Below the 𝑧3𝑃
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘, methane mass balance is used to solve for the gas (𝑆𝑔) and water 
saturations in the gas layer. As with the hydrate layer, a supersaturation of the water 
phase is required before the gas phase can form. 
 𝑆𝑤𝜌𝑤𝐶𝐶𝐻4 + 𝑆𝑔𝜌𝑔 = 𝑀𝐶𝐻4 (3.4) 
 𝑆𝑤 + 𝑆𝑔 = 1 (3.5) 
 𝐶𝐶𝐻4 = 𝐶𝐺−𝑊
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘(𝑃, 𝑇) (3.6) 
We use the ideal gas law to determine 𝜌𝑔, the density of gas. This was done to best align 
our modeling results with geophysical observations (Liu and Flemings, 2011). The 
methane solubility 𝐶𝐶𝐻4  equals the 𝐶𝐺−𝑊
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘(𝑃, 𝑇) calculated using the EOS from Duan et 
al. (1992). 
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3.1.2 Three-Phase Stability Model 
Our three-phase stability model follows a similar workflow to the three-phase 
bulk equilibrium model, but we now include capillary effects. Our main contribution to 
modeling three-phase stability comes from successfully implementing a different pore 
occupancy assumption. In contrast to the 50%-50% pore occupancy assumption proposed 
in Liu and Flemings (2011), we base our new pore occupancy assumption on the 
minimization of interfacial energy. For any given physical pore, we assume that only one 
non-wetting phase, either hydrate or gas, will occupy the pore body. Additionally, the 
continuous water film is still covering the pore walls. 
Theoretically, if hydrate, gas, and water coexist within the same physical pore, the 
force balance on the phase interfaces yields 𝜎ℎ𝑔 = 𝜎ℎ𝑤 + 𝜎𝑔𝑤 with the contact angles we 
assume earlier (Clennell et al., 1999). Since the hydrate-gas interface requires the highest 
interfacial energy (𝜎ℎ𝑔), individual hydrate and gas phases will tend to occupy different 
pores in order to minimize the total interfacial energy. As a result, the segregation of the 
hydrate phase and the gas phase within individual pores allows us to describe the 
capillary effects of a three-phase system by combining the effects of both two-phase 
systems. 
Since the energy required for creating gas-water interfacial area is greater than the 
energy required for creating hydrate-water interfacial area, we assume that the gas phase 
fills the largest pore sizes and the hydrate fills the smaller pore sizes, with water filling 
the remaining smallest pore sizes. This configuration theoretically minimizes the total 
interfacial energy of the system. The interfacial energy minimization theory forces our 
model to converge to a new solution for three-phase stability while still fulfilling the 






Figure 3.1 Schematic of the sequence of phase saturation distributions within a 
distribution of pore sizes. Each diagram represents the segregation of the 
hydrate, gas, and water phase for a given pore size distribution in or around 
the depths of three-phase stability. Above the three-phase zone, all the 
methane dissolves into water or forms hydrate. Hydrate occupies the largest 
pore sizes since it is the non-wetting phase. Just below the top of the three-
phase zone, the gas phase becomes stable. Because of the minimization of 
interfacial energy, gas fills the largest pore size while hydrate moves into 
smaller pore sizes. This continues deeper into the three-phase zone. Near the 
bottom of three-phase stability, the remaining hydrate saturation is pushed 
into the smallest pores, and gas occupies all the pores larger than the pore 
size the hydrate resides in. Once past the bottom of the three-phase zone, 
hydrate no longer can form, and gas occupies all of the larger pores. 
Throughout the entire range of depths, water occupies the smallest pores. 
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For a three-phase system, the capillary pressure of each phase is a function of the 
specific distribution of pore sizes that the hydrate and gas phases actually occupy. The 
figure above shows how each phase will occupy different pore sizes given a lognormal 
distribution. Since the gas fills the largest pore sizes first, any given 𝑆𝑔 will occupy all 
pore sizes greater than some pore radius 𝑟𝑔. Therefore, the gas capillary pressure is only a 
function of 𝑆𝑔. Hydrate fills the next largest pore sizes, so we must take into account that 
the largest pore sizes have already been occupied with gas. A given 𝑆ℎ will occupy pore 
sizes that are greater than 𝑟ℎ and less than 𝑟𝑔; this is identical to the two-phase situation 
where all of the pore sizes that are filled with gas are instead filled with hydrate. Thus, 
when calculating the hydrate capillary pressure, we see both 𝑆𝑔 and 𝑆ℎ as the combined 
non-wetting saturation and sum the two together (Leverett, 1941):  
 𝑃𝑐,𝑔𝑤
3𝑃 = 𝑃𝑐,𝑔𝑤
2𝑃 (𝑆𝑔) (3.7) 
 𝑃𝑐,ℎ𝑤
3𝑃 = 𝑃𝑐,ℎ𝑤
2𝑃 (𝑆𝑔 + 𝑆ℎ) (3.8) 
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Figure 3.2 Example schematic of methane solubility curves for a given constant 
methane quantity. The hydrate-water solubilities are shown in green, and the 
gas-water solubilities are shown in red. Red and green solid lines represent 
bulk solubility. Dashed lines represent the minimum solubility, which are 
elevated from bulk solubility because of the capillary entry pressure of the 
non-wetting phase. Dotted lines represent the maximum solubility for a two-
phase system at some non-wetting saturation, which is also a function of the 
methane quantity. The blue solid line is an example of the system’s actual 
methane concentration in the two-phase and three-phase zones. Within the 
three-phase zone, the calculated blue line represents the solubility due to the 
smallest non-wetting phase-filled pore. Note that this schematic’s minimum 
solubility curves are shown as relatively larger than the bulk solubility 
curves. This is for graphical purposes only; usually, the capillary entry 
pressures are not large enough to cause a substantial solubility elevation 
from bulk solubility. 
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We now cover the calculation of saturations for three-phase stability. The 
following algorithm can be conceptualized as flash calculation to solve for the hydrate 
and gas saturation. We use the mass balance equation for methane again, and this time 
methane can be a component of all three phases: 
 𝑆𝑤𝜌𝑤𝐶𝐶𝐻4 + 𝑆ℎ𝜌ℎ𝑓𝐶𝐻4 + 𝑆𝑔𝜌𝑔 = 𝑀𝐶𝐻4  (3.9) 
 𝑆𝑤 + 𝑆ℎ + 𝑆𝑔 = 1 (3.10) 
 𝐶𝐶𝐻4 = 𝐶𝐺−𝑊 = 𝐶𝐺−𝐻 (3.11) 
The condition for three-phase stability is that the gas-water solubility must equal the 
hydrate-water solubility. This is possible because capillary effects can elevate the 
solubility of each system by different magnitudes to meet equality. 
First, we locate the top of the three-phase transition zone. Above this, methane is 
either contained in hydrate or dissolved in water. Basically, the layer above the three-
phase zone is treated like a two-phase system with added capillary effects.  
We iteratively calculate the equilibrium methane solubility of a hydrate-water 
system, which is elevated from bulk solubility due to the smallest pore size that the 
hydrate phase occupies. This methane solubility represents the maximum solubility 
(𝐶𝐻−𝑊
𝑀𝑎𝑥 ) that can be reached in a hydrate-water system for a given methane quantity. 
Through this iteration, we also find the hydrate saturation, which is less than what we 
would calculate if bulk solubility was assumed; this is due to the elevated 𝐶𝐻−𝑊
𝑀𝑎𝑥  allowing 
the water phase to dissolve more methane from the hydrate.  
We also calculate the minimum methane solubility (𝐶𝐺−𝑊
𝑀𝑖𝑛 ) of a gas-water system. 
This is the solubility, elevated from bulk solubility, when we assume that the pore space 
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is fully saturated with water (𝑆𝑤 = 1), and the gas phase is on the verge of forming. Here, 
the capillary entry pressure of gas plays a role. Since the capillary entry pressure 
increases the first bubble of gas’s pressure above hydrostatic, methane solubility is 
elevated above bulk solubility to some degree, even though there is no substantial gas 
phase present yet. We conceptualize this as the following. If the water phase (at 𝑆𝑤 = 1) 
is supersaturated at bulk solubility, adding an infinitesimally small amount of methane 
will form the gas phase. The gas fills the largest pore, and which induces capillary 
pressure and elevates the solubility of the system. This causes that first gas bubble to 
dissolve back into water at equilibrium. 
The top of the three-phase zone is where 𝐶𝐺−𝑊
𝑀𝑖𝑛 = 𝐶𝐻−𝑊
𝑀𝑎𝑥 . At this condition, the 
gas-water system is supersaturated and is on the brink of forming the first gas bubble. At 
the same time, the hydrate-water system is also supersaturated and all the excess methane 
forms hydrate, which fills large pores down to some discrete pore size. Above this depth, 
no gas is present, and the hydrate saturation is as previously calculated when iterating 
for 𝐶𝐻−𝑊
𝑀𝑎𝑥 . Below this depth, the change in pressure and temperature will cause some of 
the methane to change phases and form gas in the largest possible pore. 
For the depths within three-phase stability, we also iteratively calculate the three-
phase saturations. Throughout the three-phase zone, gas-water solubility must be equal to 
hydrate-water solubility. This condition allows us to perform a flash-style calculation. 
We first guess 𝑆𝑔 and use mass balance to find 𝑆ℎ. We also need to guess the methane 
solubility of the three-phase system. From 𝑆𝑔 and 𝑆ℎ, we calculate the elevated solubility 
of both systems by using the three-phase capillary pressures. Using Newton-Raphson 
iteration, we solve for the set of saturations that conserve mass and fulfill the equal 
solubility condition. As we move deeper into the three-phase stability zone, more 
methane partitions into the gas phase, and less of the methane partitions into the hydrate 
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phase. Because of our interfacial energy minimization assumption, gas occupies the 
largest pore sizes while hydrate occupies the smaller pore sizes. The water phase stays 
supersaturated with methane throughout the entire three-phase zone. 
The bottom of the three-phase zone is found by comparing the solved system 
methane solubility with the max solubility (𝐶𝐺−𝑊
𝑀𝑎𝑥 ) of a gas-water system. We 
calculate 𝐶𝐺−𝑊
𝑀𝑎𝑥  in the same manner as we do for 𝐶𝐻−𝑊
𝑀𝑎𝑥 ; assuming no hydrate forms, we 
iteratively calculate the methane solubility while adjusting for capillary effects. The gas 
capillary pressure increases the solubility of the water phase, decreasing the gas 
saturation relatively to bulk conditions. As before, we also simultaneously calculate the 
associated gas saturation of the gas-water system. 
The bottom of the three-phase zone, the calculated system methane solubility 
equals 𝐶𝐺−𝑊
𝑀𝑎𝑥 , and the hydrate saturation naturally approaches zero. At this depth, the 
solubility elevation caused by the near-zero hydrate saturation in the smaller pore size is 
the same as the solubility elevation due to gas occupying all the larger pores down to that 
same smaller pore size. Thus, when that hydrate saturation actually becomes zero, there is 
no discontinuity in the calculated capillary pressures, solubilities, and saturations. We 
model the layer below the three-phase zone as a two-phase gas-water system, because the 
gas phase is more stable than hydrate at these depths. The lower gas layer is characterized 
with 𝐶𝐺−𝑊
𝑀𝑎𝑥  and the corresponding gas saturation. 
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3.2 ROCK PHYSICS MODEL 
To generate synthetic seismograms, we create a 1-D rock physics model from 
existing well log data that allows us to calculate rock and fluid properties from the 
seafloor to below the BGHS. We build this rock physics model using a one meter depth 
increment. The following analysis is done for Ocean Drilling Program Site 995 at Blake 
Ridge, so portions of our model include empirical formulas because the well log data is 
site-specific. Our rock physics model is constructed using Gassmann fluid substitution 
(Gassmann, 1951).  
3.2.1 Fluid Substitution 
For our fluid substitution algorithm, we need saturation-depth profiles for the 
hydrate, gas, and water phases. We obtain these saturation profiles by using our three-
phase stability model previously described in section 3.1.2. For the rest of the fluid 
substitution workflow, we follow the workflow described in Guerin et al., (1999), which 
used fluid substitution to investigate seismic and fluid properties at Blake Ridge. The 
objective of our rock physics model is to calculate fluid substituted bulk densities and 
compressional wave velocities. To achieve this, we use the following input data to set the 
required rock properties needed for fluid substitution: the bulk density log, velocity logs, 
gamma ray log, and deep resistivity log from Site 995. 
Normally, porosity is can be estimated using the density porosity and neutron 
porosity logs. However, the specific well logs that we use (see section 5.1.2) show that 
much of the logged interval had poor contact between the logging tool’s caliper arms and 
the borehole (Guerin et al., 1999). This was likely caused by poor wellbore quality, which 
is common in shallow, unlithified sediments near the seafloor. Poor wellbore quality is 
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often detrimental to density porosity and especially neutron porosity data quality. Thus, 
we calculated the porosity using Archie’s law: 









where 𝑅𝑤 is the brine resistivity, 𝑅𝑡 is the formation resistivity, and 𝑆𝑤 is the water 
saturation. Shipboard Scientific Party (1996) determined Archie parameters 𝑎 = 0.9 and 
𝑚 = 2.7 from log data, and Pearson et al. (1983) determined 𝑛 = 1.94 from multiple 
laboratory resistivity experiments of partially-frozen sediments. We use the deep 
resistivity from the resistivity log as 𝑅𝑡. Guerin et al. (1999) used the following empirical 
formula to calculate 𝑅𝑤: 




where 𝑅𝑤𝑜 is the resistivity of seawater of salinity, which is similar to the formation brine 
salinity, measured at a reference temperature of 𝑇𝑜. The variation with depth of the in situ 
sediment temperature 𝑇 was determined from a temperature gradient of 38.5°C/km and a 
seafloor temperature of 3°C (Shipboard Scientific Party, 1996). We take 𝑅𝑤𝑜 to be 0.24 
ohm-m for a reference temperature of 18°C (Schlumberger Limited, 2000). To 
estimate 𝑆𝑤, we use an empirical relationship between 𝑅𝑜, the resistivity of water-
saturated sediment, and 𝑅𝑡. For our specific set of well logs, a linear fit for 𝑅𝑜 was 
previously developed by matching the salinity variation with depth 𝑧 (in meters below 
seafloor) with the measured resistivities (Paull et al., 1996; Collett and Ladd, 2000). After 
substituting the linear trend for 𝑅𝑜, we have: 
 𝑆𝑤 = (






Since porosities at Site 995 are generally greater than 0.50 (Guerin et al., 1999), we do 
not expect that reduced resistivity, commonly contributed by clay mineral surfaces, to 
affect the porosity calculation; this effect only tends to be significant for marine 
sediments with porosity less than 0.30 (Erickson and Jarrard, 1998).  
The bulk modulus of the formation is calculated with compressional and shear 
velocity and bulk density from the velocity and density logs (Mavko et al., 2009): 






We obtain the bulk density from the density porosity log. While we avoided using the 
density porosity log with the neutron porosity log to calculate the actual porosity because 
of rugose hole conditions, we still use the raw bulk density data from the density porosity 
log because the bulk density data was uniformly 0.1 g/cm
3
 less than the shipboard-
measured bulk density (Guerin et al., 1999). This difference is only 6% of the total bulk 
density and does not significantly affect later calculations.  
We use the gamma ray log to estimate sediment clay abundance to account for the 
effect of clays on the elastic moduli. We normalize the spectral gamma ray values to 
estimate the clay content fraction of the sediment by mapping the clay fraction 𝛾 from 0 
(clay-free) to 1 (pure clay) to gamma ray values between 12 API and 110 API. This 
aligns the normalized gamma ray values with the clay content fraction seen in smear slide 
tests (Paull et al., 1996). We use the normalized gamma ray values to calculate the 





[𝛾𝐾𝑐 + (1 − 𝛾)𝐾𝑠 +
𝐾𝑠𝐾𝑐
𝛾𝐾𝑠 +  (1 − 𝛾)𝐾𝑐
] (3.16) 
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where 𝐾𝑠 is the sand grain modulus, taken as 38.4 GPa which is the value for quartz 
(Pabst and Gregorová, 2013). The clay grain modulus 𝐾𝑐 is 21.2 GPa (Guerin et al., 
1999; Lee et al., 1996; Mavko et al., 2009). 
Our rock physics model establishes the frame modulus of the sediment from the 
existing well log data, and our model requires an assumption of the hydrate phase’s pore 
habit. The pore habit is how the hydrate phase naturally forms or resides in the pore space 
spatially; this has implications on how the hydrate phase affects the elastic properties of 
the porous sediment. For instance, hydrate that directly cements rock grains together can 
greatly increase the sediment shear and dry frame stiffness (Dvorkin et al, 1999). From 
our previously established three-phase stability pore model, we assume that the hydrate is 
pore-filling, following how Clennell et al. (1999) characterized gas hydrates as small 
crystals dispersed within the pore space of the sediment. Previous amplitude versus offset 
(AVO) analysis at Blake Ridge concluded that the hydrate phase resides only in the pore 
bodies, instead of cementing rock grains and providing structural support (Ecker et al., 
1998). On the other hand, Waite et al. (2009) and Dai et al. (2012) characterized the 
Blake Ridge hydrate phase pore habit as nodules, where hydrate completely fills regions 
of the pore space and becomes part of the load-bearing framework. In general, the 
hydrate phase pore habit is predicted to be pore-filling when the hydrate saturations are 
less than 25% - 40% and load-bearing when the hydrate saturations are greater than the 
given range (Waite et al., 2009; Dai et al. 2012). For the range of methane quantities that 
we investigate with our rock physics model, the calculated hydrate saturations do not 
exceed 40%. Thus, we model all methane quantity cases as pore-filling. We use this 
assumption in our rock physics model by making the frame modulus independent of the 
hydrate saturation. 
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Hamilton (1971) developed experimental correlations between porosity and the 
frame modulus of silty clays and fine sands. Guerin et al. (1999) expanded these 
correlations by including the effect of the grain modulus for the sediments at Site 995: 
 𝐾𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 = 𝐾𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 × 10
(3.02−7.372𝜙) (3.17) 
The fluid modulus is approximated by the isostress average, which is the volume-














where 𝐾𝑤 is the bulk modulus of water, and 𝐾ℎ is the bulk modulus of gas hydrate, with 
values of 2.688 GPa (Guerin et al., 1999) and 8.4 GPa (Helgerud et al., 2009), 
respectively. To calculate the bulk modulus of gas 𝐾𝑔, we use the equation of state from 
Batzle and Wang (1992), which accounts for both changing pressure and temperature. 
The bulk modulus of gas is approximated by the hydrostatic pressure 𝑃 and temperature 













where 𝑐′ is the ratio of the heat capacity at constant pressure to the heat capacity at 
constant volume, and 𝑍 is the compressibility factor. This formulation predicts a gas bulk 
modulus approximately 2 to 4 times higher than what we expect for an ideal gas; this is 
likely because of Blake Ridge’s relatively deep seafloor and higher hydrostatic pressures 
for a hydrate-bearing formation. 
Guerin et al. (1999) calls the combination of rock models from Gassmann (1951) 
and Hamilton (1971) the Gassmann/Hamilton model, which relates the rock’s grain 
modulus, frame modulus, fluid modulus, and porosity to the rock’s bulk modulus. We use 
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the Gassmann/Hamilton model to obtain the bulk modulus 𝐾𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘,𝑓𝑠 of our fluid 











 Lastly, the shear modulus 𝐺 is determined from the shear velocity log and bulk 
density log measurements (Mavko et al., 2009): 
 𝐺 = 𝜌𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘𝑉𝑠
2 (3.22) 
3.2.2 Synthetic Seismogram Generation 
The following procedure calculates the fluid substituted seismic velocity and bulk 
density. These values are subsequently averaged over some depths of interest, namely the 
layer above and below the three-phase stability zone. 
The fluid substituted bulk density is calculated from weighted averages of data 
using the gamma ray log, phase saturation profile, and estimated porosity: 
 𝜌𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑,𝑓𝑠 = 𝑆𝑤𝜌𝑤 + 𝑆𝑔𝜌𝑔 + 𝑆ℎ𝜌ℎ (3.23) 
 𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 = 𝛾𝜌𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑦 + (1 − 𝛾)𝜌𝑠𝑎𝑛𝑑 (3.24) 
 𝜌𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘,𝑓𝑠 = 𝜙𝜌𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑,𝑓𝑠 + (1 − 𝜙)𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 (3.25) 
For quartz and clay endpoint grain density, we use 2.65 g/cm
3
 and 2.7 g/cm
3
, 
respectively. Using the fluid substituted bulk density, we calculate the fluid substituted 
shear wave velocity by holding the shear modulus constant: 
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Likewise, we obtain the fluid substituted compressional wave velocity from the fluid 
substituted bulk modulus and fluid substituted bulk density (Mavko et al., 2009): 







2  (3.27) 
We calculate the impedance 𝐼 for each depth using the average fluid substituted 
bulk densities and compressional wave velocities:  
 𝐼 = 𝜌𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘,𝑓𝑠𝑉𝑝,𝑓𝑠 (3.28) 
The reflection coefficient 𝑅 is calculated from the change in impedance from one layer to 
the next: 
 𝑅𝑖,𝑖+1 =
𝐼𝑖+1 −  𝐼𝑖
𝐼𝑖+1 +  𝐼𝑖
 (3.29) 
The reflectance of each layer transition constitute a reflectivity versus depth series. We 
convert the each depth to two way travel time (TWTT) by dividing the depth increment 
by the fluid substituted compressional wave velocities. We finally convolve the 
reflectivity series in TWTT with a 30 Hz, zero-phase Ricker wavelet to generate the 
synthetic seismogram. By varying the methane quantity, we can create a range of three-
phase saturation profiles and generate a synthetic seismogram for each methane quantity 
with this workflow. 
For this work, we make two rock physics models for analysis. The first is the 
parameter sensitivity model, where we initially average the background rock properties 
from the well log data across the three-phase stability zone. These parameters are held 
constant around the three-phase zone before doing fluid substitution. The second model is 
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the original-resolution rock physics model, where we use the background rock properties 
as is for the fluid substitution. For both rock physics models, we want to highlight the 
effect of the three-phase zone. To do this, we upscale all the depths outside of the three-
phase zone into two layers over which the fluid substituted bulk densities and sonic 
velocities are averaged. The upper hydrate layer extends upward from the BSR, and the 
lower gas layer extends downward from the BGHS. We set the thicknesses of the upper 
hydrate layer and lower gas layer to one seismic wavelength of the seismic wave 
traveling through each layer. These thicknesses change slightly with saturation profiles 
due to the corresponding changes in seismic velocities. 
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Chapter 4: Gas Overpressure Initiating Fractures 
In this chapter, we compare the gas overpressure that arises from the three-phase 
bulk equilibrium model and the three-phase stability model. Since these two models solve 
for phase saturations differently, there should be relevant effects from capillary pressure 
in pores that alter how one might model gas overpressure on basin scales. 
We apply our models in conjunction with MICP data from three different hydrate-
bearing basins. We calculate three-phase saturations and methane solubilities in and 
around three-phase stability. We use this to model the gas overpressure due to gas 
capillary pressure, and we compare the gas overpressure against the minimum horizontal 
effective stress to determine if hydraulic fractures are initiated. We also investigate how 
differing seafloor depths affect the gas overpressure behavior. 
4.1 DATA 
For this study, we focus on three hydrate-bearing locations: Ocean Drilling 
Program (ODP) Site 995 at Blake Ridge, ODP Site 1250 at Hydrate Ridge, and Integrated 
Ocean Drilling Program (IODP) Site C0002 at Kumano Basin. Various types of data 
were gathered from these three wells, and we summarize the data necessary for our 
model calculations. 
4.1.1 Model Parameters 
In order to calculate hydrate, gas, and water saturations, we require the pressures 
and temperatures to be known at every depth. To accomplish this, we estimate pressures 
and temperatures from available gradient data in the literature. Salinity is assumed to be 
seawater salinity. The reservoir properties for Blake Ridge, Hydrate Ridge, and Kumano 





ODP Site 995 
Hydrate Ridge, 
ODP Site 1250 
Kumano Basin, 
IODP Site C0002 
Seafloor depth (m) 2780 790 1936 
Seafloor temperature (°C) 3.3 4 2.2 
Temperature Gradient (°C/km) 36.9 59 40 
Salinity (weight percent) 3.5 3.5 3.5 
References 
Ruppel (1997), 







Table 4.1 Reported reservoir properties used for modeling three-phase saturations. 
Adapted from Liu and Flemings (2011). 
4.1.2 Mercury Intrusion Capillary Pressure 
We use available MICP data from Blake Ridge (Henry et al., 1999), Hydrate 
Ridge (Liu and Flemings, 2011), and Kumano Basin (Dugan, 2015). The MICP data is 
shown in the figure below. The samples from Hydrate Ridge and Kumano Basin show 
relatively similar inferred pore size distributions. There are two samples from Blake 
Ridge, and both MICP curves reveal a great volume of large pore sizes and low capillary 
entry pressures. This is likely due to the significant presence of diatoms within the 
sediment (Kraemer et al., 2000). Because the samples from Blake Ridge are quite 
abnormal, we do not fit previously discussed capillary pressure models to the MICP. 
Instead, we choose to interpolate directly from the MICP data the capillary pressure for 
any non-wetting saturation. 
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Figure 4.1 Mercury intrusion capillary pressure (MICP) data, converted into gas-water 
capillary pressure. 
4.1.3 In-Situ Methane Quantity 
The Pressure Core Sampler (PCS) system was used to measure in situ methane 
quantities at Blake Ridge ODP Site 995 and 997, and results indicated a maximum 
methane quantity near 40 kg/m
3
 of pore volume (Dickens et al., 1997b). For our 
modeling purposes, we choose methane quantity to be a constant 40 kg/m
3
 for all depths; 
this makes for smooth solubility and saturation curves and provides enough methane to 
supersaturate the water phase. This assumption is also taken in Liu and Flemings (2011), 
and we also bring the constant 40 kg/m
3




For Hydrate Ridge ODP Site 1250, resistivity-at-bit (RAB) measurements 
estimate a maximum hydrate saturation of 26% (Tréhu et al., 2004). Modeling hydrate 
saturations from the combination of logging-while-drilling (LWD) deep resistivity and 
chloride concentration data estimates hydrate saturations from 20% to 40% (Liu and 
Flemings, 2006). Our model produces hydrate saturations around 30% in the hydrate-
bearing layer when we use 40 kg/m
3
 as the methane quantity. 
For Kumano Basin IODP Site C0002, hydrate saturation estimates using P-wave 
velocity logs and LWD resistivity derive hydrate saturations of approximately 30% 
(Miyakawa et al., 2014). Our model produces hydrate saturations of 30% when using 40 
kg/m
3
 as the methane quantity, so we find our usage of constant 40 kg/m
3
 to be 
reasonable. 
4.2 RESULTS 
After combining all the required data, we calculate phase saturations and methane 
solubilities for the three locations using the model algorithm previously described. The 
hydrate and gas saturation for both the three-phase bulk equilibrium model and the three-
phase stability model are shown in the following sections, along with the methane system 
solubilities. 
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4.2.1 Blake Ridge 
Figure 4.2. Results for ODP Site 995, showing a) three-phase bulk equilibrium model 
phase saturations, b) three-phase stability model phase saturations, and c) 
calculated methane solubility curves. 
The three-phase bulk equilibrium model calculates hydrate saturations 
above 𝑧3𝑃
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘 and gas saturations below 𝑧3𝑃
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘. The saturations may seem constant in 
depth, but both phase saturations decrease as depth increases. The hydrate saturation 
decreases with depth because the hydrate-water methane solubility increases with depth; 
this allows more methane to dissolve into water to maintain supersaturation. The gas 
saturation decreases with depth because gas density increases with depth. 
The three-phase stability model shows the hydrate saturation smoothly declining 
while the gas saturation builds up, as we move from top to bottom of the three-phase 
zone. The three-phase stability model predicts a significant amount of gas saturation 
above 𝑧3𝑃
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘, due to the significant amount of large pores in the pore size distribution. The 
gas density is relatively high because of Blake Ridge’s deep seafloor depth, so the 
methane quantity in the gas phase takes up less space than the same methane quantity in 
the hydrate phase. 
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The bulk solubility curves, used for the bulk equilibrium model, intersect around 
490.5 meters below seafloor (mbsf). The capillary entry pressure of the Blake Ridge 
samples are magnitudes lower than the capillary entry pressures seen at Hydrate Ridge 
and Kumano Basin, so the minimum solubility curves are barely elevated above bulk 
solubility. Because of this, 𝐶𝐺−𝑊
𝑀𝑖𝑛  and 𝐶𝐻−𝑊
𝑀𝑎𝑥  intersect at approximately 10 meters 
above 𝑧3𝑃
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘. The thickness of the three-phase zone is approximately 13 meters. Due to 
the large amount of larger pores in Blake Ridge’s pore size distribution, significant gas 
saturation can form in the larger pore sizes near the top of the three-phase zone. Since 
these larger pores constitute a significant fraction of the total pore volume, the calculated 
methane solubility in the three-phase zone pulls away from 𝐶𝐻−𝑊
𝑀𝑎𝑥 . As we move deeper 
into the three-phase zone, the gas phase begins to invade smaller pores, so we see the 
shift in the calculated methane solubility from hugging the 𝐶𝐺−𝑊
𝑀𝑖𝑛  curve to moving 
towards the 𝐶𝐺−𝑊
𝑀𝑎𝑥  curve. 
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4.2.2 Hydrate Ridge 
Figure 4.3 Results for ODP Site 1250, showing a) three-phase bulk equilibrium model 
phase saturations, b) three-phase stability model phase saturations, and c) 
calculated methane solubility curves. 
The gas saturations at Hydrate Ridge are much higher than at Blake Ridge, even 
though we use the same methane quantity for all locations. Hydrate Ridge’s shallower 
seafloor depth causes the pore pressures to be much smaller in magnitude than the pore 
pressures at Blake Ridge. Thus, the gas density at Hydrate Ridge is much less than the 
gas density at Blake Ridge, so the same amount of methane will occupy much of the 
more pore volume at Hydrate Ridge. For the three-phase stability model, the behavior of 
Hydrate Ridge’s saturation curvature is representative of a more natural saturation 
transition zone, compared to Blake Ridge. The saturations show a steady change from top 
to bottom, and both the hydrate and gas saturation curves have inflection points; this is 
not the case at Blake Ridge, where the saturation curves are only concave down. 
The methane solubility curves for Hydrate Ridge show much different behavior 
compared to Blake Ridge. The 𝐶𝐺−𝑊
𝑀𝑖𝑛  curve is much more elevated above bulk solubility, 
which causes the top of the three-phase zone to occur at a deeper depth. This brings the 
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top of the three-phase zone close to 𝑧3𝑃
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘 at 115 mbsf. Additionally, there is greater 
separation between 𝐶𝐺−𝑊
𝑀𝑖𝑛  and 𝐶𝐺−𝑊
𝑀𝑎𝑥 . This happens because the gas density at Hydrate 
Ridge is relatively low; larger gas saturations allow the gas phase to invade more of the 
smaller pores, increasing the gas capillary pressure and thus increasing the maximum 
gas-water solubility. Because of this, the three-phase stability zone spans almost 28 
meters for a constant methane quantity of 40 kg/m
3
. The separation between 𝐶𝐻−𝑊
𝑀𝑖𝑛  
and 𝐶𝐻−𝑊
𝑀𝑎𝑥  is much smaller in comparison to the gas-water solubilities, whereas at Blake 
Ridge, the separation between minimum and maximum solubilities are closer in 
magnitude. 
4.2.3 Kumano Basin 
Figure 4.4 Results for IODP Site C0002, showing a) three-phase bulk equilibrium 
model phase saturations, b) three-phase stability model phase saturations, 
and c) calculated methane solubility curves. 
Kumano Basin is unique because it has a pore size distribution similar to Hydrate 
Ridge’s, while having a deep seafloor depth like Blake Ridge. The three-phase bulk 
equilibrium model’s phase saturations at Kumano Basin show similar trends to that at 
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Blake Ridge. While the seafloor depth of Kumano Basin is not as deep as Blake Ridge’s 
seafloor depth, the higher gas density results in similar gas saturations. 
The three-phase stability saturations at Kumano Basin are similar in curvature to 
Hydrate Ridge because of the similar pore size distributions. However, the gas saturations 
are much lower in magnitude than Hydrate Ridge’s gas saturation. Interestingly, the total 
non-wetting saturation (𝑆𝑔 + 𝑆ℎ) stays relatively constant throughout the three-phase 
zone. 
For Kumano Basin, we see smaller separations between bulk, minimum, and 
maximum solubilities. The separation between hydrate-water solubility curves is less in 
magnitude than the separation between gas-water solubility curves. The top of the three-
phase zone is around 3 meters above the 𝑧3𝑃
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘. The three-phase zone’s thickness is 
approximately 9 meters. Throughout the three-phase zone, the calculated methane 
solubility closely follows the 𝐶𝐻−𝑊
𝑀𝑎𝑥  curve; this happens because the total non-wetting 
saturation stays nearly constant within three-phase zone. As long as the total non-wetting 
saturation stays constant, the smallest pore size that the hydrate phase invades will also 
stay constant (𝑆ℎ + 𝑆𝑔 = 1 − 𝑆𝑤). 
4.3 DISCUSSION 
4.3.1 Gas Overpressure 
We investigate the gas overpressure for both phase saturation models for Blake 
Ridge, Hydrate Ridge, and Kumano Basin. Using the previously described fracture 
criterion, we directly compare the gas capillary pressure against the minimum horizontal 
effective stress. If the gas capillary pressure exceeds the minimum horizontal effective 
stress, then the gas can theoretically initiate a fracture. Gas overpressure increases as gas 
saturation increases, and the minimum horizontal effective stress increases as depth 
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increases since the overburden grows with depth. We show a simplified form of the 
overpressure ratio, which we define as the gas overpressure divided by the minimum 
horizontal effective stress. By doing this, we can make a depth-by-depth comparison of 
the overpressure of both saturation models; if the ratio exceeds unity, then a fracture can 
be initiated. 
Figure 4.5 Gas overpressure ratio for a) ODP Site 995, b) ODP Site 1250, and c) IODP 
Site C0002. The overpressure ratio is the gas overpressure divided by the 
minimum horizontal effective stress. If the overpressure ratio exceeds unity, 
then a fracture can initiate. Note that, below the bottom of the three-phase 
stability zone, the overpressure ratios of the two models are not overlapping; 
the three-phase stability model has slightly smaller gas saturations in the 
two-phase gas-water layer because of the higher solubility due to capillary 
effects. Thus, the smaller gas saturation generates less overpressure 
compared to the three-phase bulk equilibrium model. 
For Blake Ridge, we see that the deep seafloor depth and high gas density greatly 
lower the gas overpressure by reducing the gas saturation that a given methane quantity 
can achieve. Below the bottom of the three-phase stability zone, we note that the bulk 
equilibrium model predicts slightly higher gas saturations than the three-phase stability 
model. Additionally, the deep formation depth equates to larger minimum horizontal 
effective stresses, which further reduces the overpressure ratio. 
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At Hydrate Ridge, the seafloor and formation depths are much shallower than at 
Blake Ridge and Kumano Basin, so the overpressure required to exceed the minimum 
horizontal effective stress is much less. When we model with a methane quantity of 40 
kg/m
3
, the minimum horizontal effective stress is easily exceeded. It is important to note 
that our overpressure models only predict the initiation of a hydraulic fracture, not the 
propagation of a fracture. As in the case of Hydrate Ridge, once enough methane quantity 
accumulates over time to initiate a fracture, the gas phase would naturally migrate up the 
fracture. Our modeling does not account for this because the system would no longer be 
in at equilibrium. 
The overpressure at Kumano Basin follows similar trends to that seen at Blake 
Ridge. Like Blake Ridge, Kumano Basin shows that the three-phase stability model can 
predict overpressures above 𝑧3𝑃
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘. For Kumano Basin, this overpressure occurs from 
about 411.5 mbsf to 414.5 mbsf. This happens because the gas saturation within the 
three-phase zone transitions to zero at the top due to capillary effects. Since the gas 
saturation decreases as we move shallower towards the top of the three-phase zone, it is 
unlikely that this gas overpressure will initiate a fracture if the gas overpressure at the 
bottom of the three-phase zone did not already do so. For this to happen in our model, the 
lithology would have to change over depth in order to have large changes in minimum 
horizontal effective stresses. Another way our model can investigate the significance of 
the overpressures above 𝑧3𝑃
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘would be to have methane quantities that vary with depth. 
For this portion of the work, we assume that the methane quantity is given and is constant 
over all depths; in application, the methane quantities can vary significantly, especially at 
depths close to 𝑧3𝑃
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘 (Dickens et al., 1997b). While our algorithm can calculate phase 
saturations for both the three-phase bulk equilibrium model and the three-phase stability 
model on a depth-by-depth basis, we did not include that in this section due to the relative 
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scarcity of PCS methane quantity measurements over a large range of depths at Hydrate 
Ridge and Kumano Basin to make this analysis appropriate. 
For all three locations, the three-phase bulk equilibrium model predicts higher gas 
overpressures because of two reasons: 1) the bulk solubility is always less than the 
solubility when accounting for capillary effects, and 2) the depth of three-phase bulk 
equilibrium lies above the bottom of the three-phase zone. Since capillary effects always 
elevate the system’s methane solubility, the three-phase stability model’s gas saturations 
are always slightly less than the three-phase bulk equilibrium model’s gas saturations, for 
an equal amount of methane quantity. Additionally, the bottom of the three-phase zone is 
deeper than 𝑧3𝑃
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘. The maximum gas saturation for the bulk equilibrium model occurs 
at 𝑧3𝑃
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘, and the maximum gas saturation for the three-phase stability model is at the 
bottom of the three-phase zone. This means that the three-phase stability model’s gas 
saturation always begins to decrease when the bulk equilibrium model’s gas saturation 
has yet to reach its maximum. Since both models assume that the gas resides in the 
largest pore sizes, the calculation of the corresponding gas capillary pressure works the 
same. Thus, the three-phase bulk equilibrium model will have higher overall gas 
overpressures. 
4.3.2 Minimum Methane Quantity Required To Fracture 
We also investigate the seafloor depth’s effect on fracture initiation. Since 
hydrates can form in offshore sediments with a range of seafloor depths, these different 
depths and pore pressures can change the conditions required for gas overpressure to 
initiate hydraulic fractures. We study this by running both of our phase saturation models 
with a given seafloor depth and zero methane quantity. We start increasing the methane 
quantity and solving for saturations and overpressures until the calculated overpressure 
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ratio becomes greater than unity, meeting our fracture criterion. Since the three-phase 
bulk equilibrium model calculates different gas overpressures than the three-phase 
stability model, we find that the two models require different methane quantities and 
corresponding gas saturations to initiate fractures for the same seafloor depth. We repeat 
this workflow for different seafloor depths. For these computations, we use Kumano 
Basin-like model parameters. Our reasoning is that the model parameters of Kumano 
Basin Site C0002 are not particularly considered as outliers; for instance, the pore size 
distribution is what we might expect for many other hydrate-bearing basins. 
 
Figure 4.6 Results for seafloor depths from 600 to 2150 mbsl using Kumano Basin-like 
model parameters, showing a) the minimum methane quantity required to 
initiate a fracture for both overpressure models and b) the minimum gas 
saturation required to initiate a fracture for both overpressure models. On 
both figures, we also plot the ratio between the minimum methane quantities 
or minimum gas saturation, which we define as the value for the three-phase 
stability model divided by the three-phase bulk equilibrium model. 
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For all seafloor depths, we find that the three-phase bulk equilibrium model 
requires less methane quantity and less gas saturation than the three-phase stability model 
to initiate a hydraulic fracture. Thus, capillary effects inhibit the fracture initiation due to 
way the gas saturations decrease to zero towards the top of the three-phase zone. This 
causes the maximum overpressure in the three-phase stability model to usually occur at a 
deeper depth than the maximum for the three-phase bulk equilibrium model; the 
minimum horizontal effective stress at deeper depths are larger to overcome. The ratios 
of methane quantities and gas saturations between the two models show that this effect is 
much more significant for shallower seafloor depths, and this ratio appears to decay 
exponentially. Once the seafloor depth exceeds approximately 1200 meters, the 
difference between the two models’ required fracture quantities becomes less than 10%. 
For seafloor depths less than 650 mbsl, we encounter issues due to the calculated 
bulk methane solubilities. This is a limitation of our three-phase stability model since the 
capillary effects build off of the bulk solubility curves calculated using the chosen EOS. 
We find that the gas bulk solubility changes from decreasing with depth to increasing 
with depth. This begins to enlarge the three-phase stability zone to the point where the 
top of the three-phase zone is above the seafloor, and the gas phase is modeled to be 
present at extremely shallow depths. 
 For seafloor depths greater than 2150 mbsl, we find that the pore space becomes 
completely saturated with the hydrate phase, causing the minimum gas saturation to 
fracture to only reach 0.7 and not 1 for the seafloor depth of 2150 meters. For this 
situation, the hydrate phase completely saturates the pore space either above the depth of 
three-phase bulk equilibrium or above the top of the three-phase zone, depending on 
which model used. The maximum modeled gas saturation occurs either right below the 
depth of three-phase bulk equilibrium or at the bottom of the three-phase zone, and the 
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corresponding gas overpressure is not large enough to overcome the minimum horizontal 
effective stress to initiate a fracture. Therefore, capillary effects will not generate enough 
gas overpressure to initiate fractures for Kumano Basin-like sediments at seafloor depths 
greater than 2150 meters. Of course, the inclusion of realistic methane transport processes 
or other transient effects can change this depth limit. 
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Chapter 5: Bottom Simulating Reflections 
In this chapter, we investigate the effect of the three-phase stability zone on the 
seismic response at the BSR, since the change in hydrate saturation and gas saturation 
within the three-phase zone causes a change in bulk density and compressional velocity. 
This should alter the BSR from a simple negative impedance contrast to a more 
complicated reflection. To investigate the varying seismic attributes of the BSR in 
response to a three-phase stability zone, we build our 1-D rock physics model of 
sediments at Blake Ridge, a location offshore South Carolina, USA, which was drilled by 
the Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) to characterize hydrate-bearing sediments (Paull and 
Matsumoto, 2000). Using this model, we generate synthetic seismograms and related 
plots in order to study the three-phase stability zone’s effect. 
With this rock physics model, we investigate the effect of the three-phase zone on 
the BSR by analyzing both the parameter sensitivity model and the original-resolution 
model. We perform a parameter sensitivity test by varying the phase saturation profiles 
within the three-phase zone and tracking how the rock and fluid properties change. For 
both models, we produce the resulting seismic responses at the BSR. Additionally, we 
run a variable methane quantity case for the original-resolution model based on the 
methane quantities reported by Dickens et al. (1997b). 
5.1 DATA 
Due to the availability of well log data, we perform our seismic analysis for Blake 
Ridge ODP Site 995. This section covers all the input data we use to build and run our 
rock physics model for the generation of synthetic seismograms. 
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5.1.1 ODP Site 995 Well Logs  
As mentioned in section 3.2, we require many different rock and fluid properties 
to properly model the portion of the Blake Ridge formation that we are interested in. 
Since we are primarily interested in the background rock properties at the depths of and 
around the three-phase stability zone at Site 995, we show the well log data from 3200 
meters below sea level (mbsl) to 3300 mbsl. 
Figure 5.1 Background rock properties from ODP Site 995 well logs, showing the a) 
spectral gamma ray, b) caliper, c) resistivity, d) calculated porosity, e) bulk 
density, f) compressional wave velocity, and g) shear wave velocity. The 
shaded gray section indicates the BSR’s estimated depth from 3236 mbsl to 
3252 mbsl (Ruppel, 1997). The dashed horizontal line, marked as 3P EQL, 
indicates the depth of three-phase bulk equilibrium, where the hydrate-water 
bulk solubility is equal to the gas-water bulk solubility. At this depth, 
hydrate, gas, and water phases will be in equilibrium if we neglect capillary 
effects. In the caliper log, the dashed vertical lines represent the bit 
diameter, which indicates frequent caving over the entire logged interval 




5.1.2 In-Situ Methane Quantity 
Our rock physics model investigates methane quantities from 6 to 40 kg/m
3
, with 
a different phase saturation profile attributed to each methane quantity. To run the 
variable methane quantity case, we use the methane quantities from Dickens et al. 
(1997b), which estimated in situ methane abundance at Site 995 using the Pressure Core 
Sampler (PCS) system. A continuous estimate of the methane quantity was developed in 
Dickens et al. (1997b), which interpolates through 17 PCS measurements taken over 
depths from approximately 2910 mbsl to 3370 mbsl. We use this profile to generate a 
more realistic phase saturation profile, which includes a three-phase transition zone 
spanning 3248 mbsl to 3272 mbsl. 
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Figure 5.2 Experimental results from Blake Ridge Site 995 and Site 997 in Dickens et 
al. (1997b), showing a) methane quantity and b) calculated fluid saturations 
versus depth. 
5.2 RESULTS 
By combining the well log and MICP data, we can use our two rock physics 
models to calculate fluid substitution derived seismic properties of Site 995. We show 




generate the synthetic seismograms over the BSR for different methane quantity cases. 
We also show how the two way travel time (TWTT) between the two positive peaks of 
the synthetic seismograms evolve as more methane is added into the system. 
5.2.1 Parameter Sensitivity 
Our parameter sensitivity study holds the background rock properties constant 
with depth while varying the fluid saturation profiles across the three-phase zone. The 
results of the fluid substitution calculations show how rock properties change with 
increasing methane quantity and three-phase zone thickness; in particular, we show how 
the bulk modulus, bulk density, shear wave velocity, and compressional wave velocity 
vary within the three-phase zone. In all of the sensitivity comparisons, baseline parameter 
values are established by running the model with no gas or hydrate content. As expected, 
the Gassmann/Hamilton model indicates that the fluid substituted bulk modulus decreases 
with increasing hydrate and gas saturation within and around the three-phase zone. The 
fluid substituted bulk density is directly affected by the changing fluid saturations 
because fluid density decreases as more methane is present in hydrate and gas phases. 
Since the shear modulus is held constant, the fluid substituted shear wave velocity 
increases slightly as the bulk density decreases. The resulting compressional wave 
velocity exhibits a large decrease across the three-phase zone, due to the drastic decrease 
in the bulk modulus when moving from hydrate-bearing sediments to gas-bearing 
sediments. The compressional wave velocity increases slightly in the upper hydrate layer 
as the hydrate saturation increases, due to a corresponding increase in the fluid bulk 
modulus. Since we assume the hydrate is pore-filling, this increase in compressional 
wave velocity is not very pronounced. 
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Figure 5.3 Parameter sensitivity results for a) bulk modulus, b) bulk density, c) shear 
wave velocity, and d) compressional wave velocity. The shaded gray region 
indicates the depths of the three-phase stability zone of the largest methane 
quantity case. The 0 kg/m
3
 curves represent the base case where the rock 
physics model is fully water saturated. The parameter sensitivity analysis 
holds the rock properties constant across the entire depth in order to 
investigate the effect of different fluid saturation profiles. 
5.2.2 Original Resolution Velocity Profiles 
We also produce the compressional wave velocities corresponding to different 
methane quantities before upscaling the seismic properties of the upper hydrate layer and 
lower gas layer. In this case, the fluctuations in compressional velocity are driven by 
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variations in background rock properties. An important feature of the background 
velocity profile is the local minimum at 3263 mbsl. The location of this feature generally 
coincides with the middle of the three-phase zone, and the feature plays a large role in 
causing the steep velocity gradients within the depths of the three-phase zone. When 
comparing the base case velocity structure with the cases of varying methane quantity, 
we see that the varying methane quantity cases follow the same fluctuations seen in the 
base case’s velocity structure. Local minima are located around the same depth, so the 
main difference is just the magnitude of the velocities. The wave velocities decrease in 
magnitude primarily because of the presence of gas saturation, and this effect increases as 
the methane quantity increases. However, the decrease in wave velocity due to gas 
saturation does not completely mask fluctuations of the background velocity profile, so 
we see an increase in wave velocity from the velocity minimum at 3263 mbsl to 3271 




Figure 5.4 Velocity structure at the three-phase stability zone for the original-resolution 
model, showing a range of methane quantity cases. The shaded gray region 
indicates the depths of the three-phase stability zone of the largest methane 
quantity case. The base case of zero methane quantity is shown with the 
dashed line, which represents when the entire rock physics model is 
completely water saturated. 
5.3 DISCUSSION 
5.3.1 Synthetic Seismograms 
We generate seismograms across the BSR and BGHS using the parameter 
sensitivity model. As the methane quantity increases, the intersection of the maximum 
hydrate-water solubility and minimum gas-water solubility occurs at a shallower depth, 
elevating the depth of the BSR. The depth of the BSR, being the depth of the shallowest 





3249 mbsl for a methane quantity of 40 kg/m
3
. The impedance at the top of the three-
phase zone decreases as more gas accumulates below because gas strongly decreases the 
compressional wave velocity. Similarly, the depth of the BGHS, being the deepest 
occurrence of hydrate saturation, becomes deeper as more methane is added to the 
formation, spanning 3263 mbsl at 6 kg/m
3
 to 3276 mbsl at 40 kg/m
3
. Thus, the thickness 
of the transition zone is 3 m at 6 kg/m
3
, and the thickness increases until reaching a 
maximum of 27 m at a quantity of 40 kg/m
3
. 
The seismic response shows the reflection occurring at earlier TWTT as the 
methane quantity increases. This is due to the increase in the compressional velocity 
within the upper hydrate layer. Additionally, as the faster-velocity hydrate-bearing 
sediments transition to the slower-velocity gas-bearing sediments, the 30 Hz zero-phase 
Ricker wavelet undergoes a small phase rotation due to the decreasing compressional 
velocities through the three-phase zone. The wavelet resolution is close to 15 meters, so 
when the thickness of the three-phase zone becomes greater than the seismic resolution, 
the distance between the BSR and the BGHS becomes large enough for the reflection at 
the BGHS to be captured by the seismic wavelet and cause the phase rotation. The 
reflection’s asymmetry is characterized by the leading peak amplitude being greater than 
the trailing peak amplitude. 
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Figure 5.5 Synthetic seismograms in TWTT centered on the three-phase stability zone 
for the parameter sensitivity case. For each methane quantity case, the large 
negative polarity reflection represents the top of free gas, roughly 
representing the depth of the hypothetical BSR. 
We also show the seismograms generated for the original-resolution model over 
the same range of methane quantities. The seismic response exhibits similar behavior to 
the parameter sensitivity results. Overall, the peak and trough amplitudes are increasing 
in magnitude when methane quantity increases. The reflected wavelet becomes out of 
phase for some methane quantities. The two way travel times decrease with more 
methane due to the increased hydrate saturation in the upper hydrate layer speeding up 
the compressional velocities. The asymmetry of the original-resolution seismograms is 
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reversed compared to the parameter sensitivity case seismograms; the leading peak 
amplitudes are smaller than the trailing peak amplitudes for all methane quantity cases. 
However, the trailing and leading peaks also seem to approach the same amplitude for a 
given methane quantity, as the methane quantity cases around 40 kg/m
3
 show. By taking 
into account the results of the parameter sensitivity study, we believe that the reversed 
asymmetry of the original-resolution model is due to the fluctuations in the background 
rock properties. 
Figure 5.6 Acoustic impedance time series for the 40 kg/m
3
 methane quantity case. 
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Specifically, the sharp velocity gradients, seen in the previous velocity profile 
figure, significantly affect the impedances and reflectances throughout the three-phase 
zone. All methane quantity cases exhibit positive reflectances for depths deeper than the 
local velocity minimum at 3263 mbsl, and these positive reflectances increase similar to 
how the velocity structure itself increases. These positive reflectances are what cause the 
seismograms’ leading peak amplitude to be smaller than the trailing peak amplitude. 
Figure 5.7 Synthetic seismograms in TWTT centered on the three-phase stability zone 
for the original-resolution model. The color bar shows successive 
seismograms of increasing methane quantity.  
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We next run our original-resolution rock physics model with the variable methane 
quantity scenario from section 5.1.2. Upon comparison, we see that the variable quantity 
case’s leading peak TWTT and amplitude matches with the original-resolution model’s 
constant 15 kg/m
3
 case the closest. This is reasonable because 15 kg/m
3
 corresponds well 
with the average methane quantity of the variable methane quantity case from 3200 mbsl 
to 3300 mbsl, which is our depths of interest in regards to the BSR and BGHS. At the 
same time, the methane quantity at the shallowest depth of gas lies near 15 kg/m
3
, so it 
may be possible for the seismic reflection’s leading positive peak amplitude to be an 
indicator of the methane quantity at the top of the three-phase zone. We also note that the 
variable quantity case’s trailing peak amplitude is much larger than any amplitude seen in 
the entire range of constant methane quantity cases. This occurs because of the transition 
from a slow-velocity gas layer to a high-velocity water layer at 3350 mbsl. Since the gas 
saturation falls off to zero at 3350 mbsl, the upscaled gas layer below that depth is mostly 
water saturated. Therefore, the transition between the three-phase zone and the deeper, 
upscaled gas layer acts as a gas-water contact, which naturally induces a large positive 
reflectance. This positive reflectance produces the observed large amplitude peak at 
approximately a TWTT of 4.295 seconds. It is likely that the positive velocity gradients 
near the BGHS also magnify the large trailing peak amplitude. 
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Figure 5.8 Synthetic seismogram in TWTT centered on the three-phase stability zone 
for the original-resolution model comparing a range of constant methane 
quantities against a variable methane quantity scenario. 
5.3.2 Bottom Simulating Reflection Width 
We analyze how the difference between the TWTT of the leading and trailing 
peak change as we add more methane to the system. The leading peak is taken to be the 
first positive peak near the BSR, and the trailing peak is taken to be the next positive 
peak. We define the difference between the peaks’ TWTT as the TWTT of the trailing 
peak minus the TWTT of the leading peak so that the difference is positive. As we 
increase the methane quantity, the TWTT difference between the two peaks increases, 
due to the general enlargement of the three-phase zone thickness. The TWTT of the 
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leading peak decreases as more methane is added because the higher hydrate saturation in 
the upper hydrate layer increases the compressional velocity. This velocity increase also 
reduces the TWTT of the trailing peak; however, the gas saturation in the three-phase 
zone sharply drops the velocity, so the TWTT of the trailing peak decreases less than the 
TWTT of the leading peak. This velocity contrast above and below the BSR is what 
generates the TWTT difference between the two peaks. 
The difference in TWTT trend appears to be a slightly nonlinear increase. The 
slope of the TWTT difference for lower methane quantities is greater than the slope at 
higher methane quantities. We believe that, at lower methane quantities and lower gas 
saturations, an incremental increase of gas saturation causes a greater velocity drop 
across the three-phase zone, which causes a large effect on the trailing peak’s TWTT. 
However, at higher methane quantities and higher gas saturations, the velocity drop due 
to the incremental addition of gas saturation begins to plateau. This suggests that the 
velocity drop throughout the three-phase zone is mostly caused by the initial presence of 
gas, so subsequent gas additions at much higher gas saturations do not decrease the 
velocity enough to see continued widening of the peaks in TWTT. 
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Figure 5.9 Difference in TWTT between the trailing and leading peaks of the BSR for 
the parameter sensitivity model. 
We analyze the TWTT difference between the peaks of the seismic response 
generated over the original-resolution three-phase zone. Overall, the differences in 
TWTT are lower in magnitude compared to the differences seen from the parameter 
sensitivity model. Despite the heterogeneous effect of the background rock properties on 
the compressional wave velocities, the difference in TWTT between peaks generally 
increases as more methane is added to the system. However, the increasing trend appears 
even more nonlinear for the original-resolution model, making it difficult to determine 
what exactly is causing the slope changes in the TWTT difference behavior. 
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Figure 5.10 Difference in TWTT between the trailing and leading peak of the BSR for 
the original-resolution model. The y-axis limits are kept the same as the 
figure showing the difference in TWTT for the parameter sensitivity model 




Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Work 
In this work, we develop a three-phase stability model that implements capillary 
effects at static equilibrium conditions. By combining pressure and temperature 
conditions and mercury intrusion capillary pressure data, we can generate hydrate, gas, 
and water saturations within and around a three-phase stability zone. We advance the 
ideas behind three-phase stability by also minimizing the interfacial energy of our system 
by assuming that gas occupies the largest pores, water occupies the smallest pores, and 
hydrate occupies the pore sizes in between the two other phases. 
We analyze two different applications of the three-phase stability zone throughout 
this work. The first application is the modeling of gas overpressures leading to the 
initiation of fractures. We compare the gas overpressures generated by the three-phase 
stability model against the gas overpressures generated by a three-phase bulk equilibrium 
model, which has a discrete base of hydrate stability because the capillary effects are 
neglected. For both phase saturation models, we also investigate the effect of different 
seafloor depths on the minimum amount of methane quantity required to initiate 
hydraulic fractures. The second application is the modeling of the seismic response of the 
three-phase stability zone. We use two 1-D rock physics models, the parameter sensitivity 
model and the original-resolution model, to study the seismic effects of three-phase 
stability through fluid substitution. We produce synthetic seismograms that vary 
depending on the methane quantity and the background rock properties. Finally, we 
conclude with the key points of our findings, and we present recommendations for future 
work. 
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6.1 KEY POINTS 
1. In this work, we build on past three-phase stability models by integrating the 
theory of interfacial energy minimization. Our three-phase stability model can 
calculate hydrate, gas, and water saturations at static equilibrium as a function of 
pressure, temperature, and salinity, for a given pore size distribution and methane 
quantity. 
2. When estimating the amount of methane required to initiate fractures due to gas 
overpressure, modeling with three-phase stability zones because of capillary 
effects will show that more methane is required than the amount shown when 
modeling without capillary effects. In other words, it is easier to initiate a fracture 
when assuming that there is a discrete base of hydrate stability. There are two 
main phenomena from capillary effects that comprise this result: elevated 
solubility within pores decreases gas saturation, and the bottom of the three-phase 
stability zone, where the gas saturation is at its maximum, commonly occurs 
beneath the depth of three-phase bulk equilibrium. 
3. The inhibition of fracture initiation due to capillary effects is more significant for 
hydrate-bearing sediments with shallower seafloor depths. For seafloor depths 
around 650 mbsl, it can take up to twice the amount of methane to start a fracture, 
compared to the amount predicted by assuming a discrete base of hydrate 
stability. This result is relevant to how climate models that study the effect of 
methane emissions are affected by the seafloor venting of methane; shallower 
basins, which have shallower occurrences of gas phase buildup, are more likely to 
be characterized by active fracturing and methane venting through gas chimneys 
in response to temperature and pressure perturbations. 
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4. For hydrate-bearing sediments with very deep seafloors in static equilibrium, gas 
overpressure solely due to gas-water capillary pressure will not initiate fractures 
because the gas phase pressure will be smaller than the minimum horizontal 
stress. 
5. Through parameter sensitivity analysis, we see that the three-phase stability zone 
causes a continuous decrease in compressional wave velocity, predominantly due 
to the gas saturation increasing from the top to the bottom of the three-phase zone.  
6. The visible effect of the three-phase stability zone on the seismic response 
becomes prominent when the three-phase zone thickness becomes greater than the 
seismic wavelength resolution of approximately 15 m. For thicknesses greater 
than the seismic resolution, the negative velocity gradients due to the increase in 
gas saturation causes the seismic wave to undergo phase rotation. The behavior of 
the asymmetric peaks is influenced by the fluctuations in the background rock 
properties, and highly irregular heterogeneities can even counteract this effect, 
masking the phase rotation. 
7. By analyzing the TWTT difference between the leading and trailing peaks across 
the width of the BSR, we find that an increase in methane quantity causes an 
increase in the TWTT difference for both the parameter sensitivity and the 
original-resolution model. 
8. When varying the methane quantity in depth to achieve a more realistic model, we 
note the resulting seismic response can be approximated by matching with 
synthetic seismograms from constant methane quantity models. However, the 
underlying gas-water contact can cause a significantly larger trailing peak 
amplitude than what a constant methane quantity model will predict in the seismic 
response. 
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6.2 FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. When comparing the two gas overpressure models and identifying the minimum 
methane quantity to initiate a fracture, there are many more parameters than can 
be studied besides seafloor depth. Additional scenarios that should be tested 
include changing sea level height and changing seafloor temperature. This can 
study how climate change feedback mechanisms can play a role, since changing 
ocean conditions may induce fractures through gas overpressure; this may in turn 
cause more methane venting to the seafloor, complicating the climate change 
issue. A very interesting scenario than can take place in shorter timescales is a 
sediment landslide, where either sediment is added on top of the seafloor or 
altogether removed, causing quick changes in pressure, temperature, and rock 
stresses. 
2. The integration of variable methane quantities over depth can improve the 
modeling of gas overpressures, since the variable methane quantities can generate 
more realistic phase saturation profiles. In the future, experimental PCS 
measurements may be taken from other hydrate-bearing basins, which can then be 
used in this work’s modeling workflows to characterize the overpressures relative 
to the in situ rock stresses. On the other hand, it is possible that variable methane 
quantity models can be developed from existing well log datasets. 
3. The fracture modeling and fracture criterion used in this work takes a simplified 
approach based on established literature. However, other fracturing models can be 
used to determine when a hydraulic fracture may initiate; for instance, 
geomechanics processes can be coupled with our workflow to improve the model 
by considering factors such as fracture toughness. Additionally, the more recent 
study of capillary fracturing may play a significant role in the future development 
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of this work’s model. The analysis of how gas overpressure due to capillary 
pressure at the pore-scale may prove insightful to how other capillary-related 
effects influence the initiation of hydraulic fractures. 
4. Further investigation into the conditions required for three-phase stability can be 
done. In particular, there may be condition that the calculated methane solubility 
for three-phase stability needs to be less than the maximum solubility for a 
hydrate-water system, not only less than the maximum solubility for a gas-water 
system. This builds on the theory of a global minimization of the system’s 
methane solubility, whether it is for two-phase conditions or three-phase 
conditions. 
5. The three-phase stability algorithm can be changed to use the system’s methane 
solubility as an input to solve for the saturations and the methane quantity. For a 
given pressure, temperature, and methane solubility, the smallest pore size that 
hydrate or gas will occupy will be fixed. This is because the smallest pore size 
dictates the magnitude of the capillary pressure required to elevate the bulk 
methane solubility to the given methane solubility. Next, the interfacial energy 
minimization theory will partition the hydrate and gas saturations appropriately 
while meeting the capillary pressure requirements. Lastly, the mass balance on 
methane will simply calculate the methane quantity required to achieve this 
configuration. This alternative implementation may be used to generate methane 
quantity and three-phase saturation profiles for reservoir simulations if there are 
experimental measurements of methane solubility or concentration. 
6. Quantitative analysis on the phase rotation of the seismic response at the BSR due 
to three-phase stability can be performed. The nature of the three-phase stability 
induced phase rotation is not well understood, and quantitative analysis can bring 
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more intuition to this phenomenon, even though large fluctuations in the 
background rock properties and the difficulty of sending zero-phase wavelets may 
make application of this analysis difficult. Preliminary work on investigating the 
ratio of the leading peak amplitude to the trailing peak amplitude has been done, 
but the results have been difficult to interpret. Further work can determine if the 
behavior of the peak amplitude ratio is a good indicator of model parameters like 
the methane quantity at the top of the three-phase zone. Another possible 
investigation may be to identify how the phase shift changes through Fourier 
analysis. 
7. Amplitude versus offset (AVO) analysis can be used to investigate the effect of 
the three-phase stability zone. Preliminary work has been done to see how 
changing the horizontal offset of the seismic source and receiver affects the 
amplitude of the reflection over the BSR. There may be difficulty interpreting the 
results because AVO analysis is used to investigate a discrete boundary between 
two layers, instead of investigating the effect of a sediment layer itself. However, 
some insight may be gained from seeing how AVO crossplot samples change with 
increasing methane quantity. 
8. While our work compares gas overpressure between a model that neglects 
capillary effects and a model that takes capillary effects into account, we do not 
do the same when investigating the seismic response over the BSR. Since we only 
generate synthetic seismograms for three-phase stability, we believe it would be 
good to compare these results to seismograms generated over a range of methane 
quantities assuming a discrete base of hydrate stability. As the methane quantity is 
increased, we expect these seismograms to shift to lower TWTT similar to the 
seismograms generated over three-phase stability zones. However, the 
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seismograms generated over a discrete boundary between hydrate and gas should 
show no phase rotation, and the TWTT difference between positive peaks should 
not increase with more methane. 
9. Due to the simplicity of our static equilibrium three-phase stability model, our 
model can be easily integrated into transport and flow models. It is standard 
practice in reservoir simulation to assume local equilibrium within grid blocks. 
Thus, when adding transient processes like methane flux into our system, we 
should be able to use this work’s algorithm to solve for three-phase saturations as 
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